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ABSTRACT
Th is paper describes a reactor design to facil itate a room-temperature
nuclear fusion/fission reaction to generate heat without generati ng unwanted
n eutrons, gamma rays, triti um, or other radioactive products.
The room-tem perature fusion/fission reaction i nvolves the sequential
triggering of billions of single-mol ecule, Li6D "fusion energy pell ets" dis
trib uted i n lattices of a palladium ion accum ulator that also acts as a catalyst
to produce the molecules of Li6D from a solution comprising O2°, Li600 with
O2 gas bubbling through it. The O2 gas is the source of the n egative
deuterium ions in the Li60 molecules.
The next step is to trigger a first n uclear fusion/fission reaction of
some of the Li60 molecules, according to the wel l -known n ucl ear reaction :
Li6 + 0

--

2 He4 + 22.4 MeV

The highly energetic alpha particles (He4 n uclei) generated by this
n uclear reaction with in the pal ladium wi l l cause shock and vibrations in the
palladium lattices, l eading to com pression of other Li6D molecules and
thereby triggering a second series of sim ilar fusion/fission reactions, leading
to a thi rd series, and so on. The absorption of the k in etic energy i n the
pal ladium wil l , i n turn , generate a conti nuous flow of heat i nto the heavy
water carrier, which would be rem oved with a heat exchanger.
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The reactor apparatus has several potential advantages over the
In particular, the
Pons-Fleischmann (" P_F") el ectrolytic cell structure.
reactor apparatus allows scal ing u p the number of reactor cells and the
reactor size to meters or even kilometers, to permit multi-megawatt power
levels. It also is much safer to work with since there are no electrodes or
oxygen gas that could trigger the chemical reaction D +

0 and an explosion.

1 . I ntroduction
The Pons-Reischmann experiments, announced i n March 1 989,
brought u s a n uclear energy source of significant potential. However, the
P-F electrolytic cel l does not offer the designer of a high-power reactor
m uch design latitude. It is as simple in its design and power level as the
Flem ing valve, the first vacuum diode used in radio.

Fifty years l ater, the

inventions of the magnetron and klystron, with their large distributed energy
interaction areas , enabled m ulti-megawatts to be generated. The concept
of distributed i nteraction areas for energy generation also can be applied to
a room -temperature fusion/fission reactor.

2. Analysis of the Pons-Fleisc hmann Electrolytic Cell
How does the P-F electrolytic cell achieve room -temperature n uclear
reactions? Analysis has led to the conclusion that the P-F electrolytic cell
accomplishes two i n itial functi ons: (a) it generates deuterium gas and
deuterium ions at the pallad i u m cathode surface through electrolysis of the
heavy water and (b) the voltage gradient pushes the positive lith i um-6 ions
into the surface lattices of the pal ladium cathode.
Such a simple electrolytic cell performing both of these i n itial
functions and also "catalyzing" the room -temperature n uclear reaction as
well is truly amazing. How does one optimize the design of such a simple
structure when it is accomplishing all of these fun ctions? Any attempt to
optimize one of the functions m ight degrade the others. It is i mpressive that
Pons and Fleischmann found designs that worked at all .

3. The Synthesis of the El ectrodeless, M ulti -Megawatt, Drexler Reactor
Without el ectrodes, electrolysis, or voltage gradients in the Drexler
reactor, other methods are used to provide the n ecessary deuteri um gas
and the essential flow of lith i um-6 ions into the palladium l attices. These
other methods use (a) a pressurized tank, to feed the deuteri u m gas i nto
the heavy water at a number of key pOints and (b) mechanical pump(s) , to
cause a significant flow of heavy water contai ning lithium-6 ions through a
closed-loop torus (toroid) , m ulti-cell reactor structure, as shown l ater i n
Figures 1 a n d 2.
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Without the palladium cath ode of the P-F cel l , the Drexler reactor
m ust use other ion accumulator designs such as the perforated , palladi um
based baffles shown later in Figures 3 and 4. I onized 020 (contai ning O2
6
and Li 0D) is pumped through the torus (dough n ut)-shaped, multi-cell
reactor structure and through the baffles at pressures and flow rates
determi n ed by the n umber of holes, their sizes, and the pump capacity.
The pressure at the palladium -coated surfaces of the baffles wil l force
deuterium and lithi u m ions into the palladium lattices, where they can
6
chemically react to form large numbers of single-molecule, Li D "fusion
energy pel l ets . " S h ock and vibration from the turbulent heavy-water flow,
6
ultrasonics, or other methods would then trigger some of the Li D molecules
into the fusion/fission reaction :
6
Li + 0

-+

2 He4 + 22.4 MeV

The highly energetic alpha particles generated by this nuclear
reaction wil l cause shock and vibrations in the palladium latti ces, leading to
6
compression of other Li D molecules and thereby triggeri ng a second series
of similar fusion/fission reactions, leading to a third series, and so o n . The
absorption of the kinetic energy in the palladium wi l l , in turn , generate a
continuous flow of heat into the 020 carrier, which would be removed with
a heat exchanger.
Th is reaction is called a fusion/fission reacti on si nce initiall y it forms
the fusion product beryll ium-S, which instantly fissions into two energetic
alpha particles. The use of Iithium-6 deuteride pellets as a nuclear energy
source is not new--i n fact, they are used in some hydrogen bomb designs
to enhance energy output.

Also, in generati ng m ulti-megawatts, there

always is concern about generating undesirable neutrons, gamma rays,
tritiu m , or other radioactive byproducts.

This well -known n uclear reaction

avoids all of those byproducts.

4. S u m mary
This room-tem perature fusion/fission reactor design overcomes the
power-generation l i mitations of the P-F electrolytic cell and avoids the use
of electrodes and electrolysis inherent in the P-F cell design. Its key
features are : (a) no electrolysis--deuteri um gas is inj ected , (b) multi-cell
structure for large power output, (c) closed-loop reactor for thermal
efficiency and to isolate reactants from the atmosphere, (d) energetic alpha
particles are the only reaction products,

(e) no oxygen gas--th reat of

explosion is removed.
The author's international patent applicati on,

PCT/US91 /03503,

entitled, " Distributed Deuterium -Lith ium Energy Apparatus , " [priority date
May 25 , 1 9901 describes this torus-shaped reactor, helical-shaped reactor
designs, and ion accumulators using beds of pal ladium particles.
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RGURE 1

Perspective view of the electrodeless "cold fusion" reactor apparatus, showing a
propeller pump for driving the ionized heavy water through a closed-loop torus.
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Figure 2 is a sectional view of the reactor apparatus showing the propeller pump

and a sequence of perforated palladium baffles, represented by Figure 3 and
Figure

4, which may be used as palladium- or palladium-alloy ion accumulators.

